
The Collection Throw 

Simple Layout + Great Fabric Design + The Best Supplies = One Amazing Throw

Supplies: 

14 Fat Quarters 

Throw Size Quilter’s Dream Wool Batting  

1 3/4 Yards Organic Fleece 

Perle Cotton Embroidery Thread 

Chenille Hand Sewing Needles 

Safety Pins for Basting 

Cut: 

(4) 8” squares from each fat quarter

Quilt Layout: 

Clear a space large enough on the floor or a design wall for you to layout the quilt.  It will take some trial and 
error before you find a design that works for you.  You will need to use the blocks to make 8 rows of 7 blocks 
each.  There is no right way to work through this step, just whatever method works best for you and is the most 
fun!  Try to balance print scale and color through out the quilt.  We found it helpful to start with several four-patch 
design (4 blocks - 2 across, 2 down).  Choose 4 fabrics to be paired together in a four-patch and repeat it several 
times throughout the quilt top.  Repeat with multiple sets of four-patches as desired, then fill in around the four-
patches with the other blocks until you have all the blocks laid out in a 7 block x 8 block rectangle.  Stand back or 
take a picture of the design to see if the color disbursement feels right to you.  There’s no wrong answer here - 
just enjoy the process and when you’re happy with the design stop and move on to the next step!   

8 rows of 7 blocks each. Choose 4 fabrics and 
repeat them as a “four-
patch” several times.

Add more four-patches as 
desired, then fill in with the 
rest of the blocks. 

Connect the Blocks: 

Once you have finalized your design take a picture for reference.  Now you are ready to sew!  Stitch the blocks 
together using a 1/4” seam allowance.  Sew the blocks from each row together, press open the seams once you 
have finished the row.  (Refer to the photo you took if your blocks get disorganized!)  Then connect the rows, 
matching the points of the blocks as best you can.  Press the seams connecting the rows open as well.  Once the 
quilt top is assembled, double check that the seams are all pressed open and the quilt top is smooth.  



Connecting the Layers: 

Using a rotary cutter and ruler, even out all four sides of the quilt top so the edges are straight and square.  Next, 
layout the batting and fleece backing fabric.  Trim as needed so they are the same size.  Lay out the batting, then 
add the fleece backing with the right side up, then center the quilt on top, wrong side up.  The right side of the 
the quilt and fleece backing should be together.   

Layer: 

Batting 

Fleece (right side up) 

Quilt top (right side down)

Tying the Quilt:  

On the floor, smooth the quilt out to ensure that the layers are all even and flat.  Baste the layers together using 
safety pins so that the layers don’t shift as you stitch the ties to connect them.  Place safety pins through all three 
layers evenly throughout the whole quilt.   

Thread the Perle cotton onto your needle.  Decide if you want your ties to show on the patchwork side or the 
fleece side of your throw.  Start with your needle on that side of the blanket.  Go down through all three layers 
and come back up about 1/4” from your starting point.  Leave a 3” tail on the loose end of the thread.  Repeat 
this stitch to reinforce it if desired, going down and coming up very close to the initial stitch, but not right in the 
same hole.  Cut the thread leaving another 3” tail.  Tie the tails in a double square knot.  Repeat evenly through 
out the quilt.  You need to secure the three layers of the quilt in this manner at least every 8” to keep the batting 
from shifting, but feel free to add as many ties as you want!  Trim the ties to your desired finished length.  

The fleece and batting will be larger than the quilt top.  We will trim this at a later step, just be sure to use your 
quilt top as the seam allowance guide when you sew.  Pin the three layers together well.   Mark an opening in the 
center of one edge about 10” wide.  Do not sew through this section.  This will be how we turn the quilt right side 
out.  Sew around the quilt using a 1/2” seam allowance.  Check your seam once completed to make sure you 
caught all three layers all the way around.  Trim the excess batting and fleece.  Clip the corners and turn right side 
out.  Poke out the corners well.  Hand stitch the opening shut.
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Visit us online at moderntextiles.net for more inspiration, beautiful fabrics, and a full class schedule!


